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By Gabriel Cruden

From the Publisher’s Desk

For this month’s column I thought I’d share an adapted excerpt
from a presentation I gave as a guest speaker at the Chewelah
Chamber of Commerce in April.
I’m guessing many of you have been on a lot of Zoom
meetings over the last year. Typically, such meetings start off
with a welcome and then, if the group isn’t too large, you go
‘round and say your name, your organization or the business
you are affiliated with, perhaps if the
group is gathering from outside the
immediate area, where you live, and
why you are at the meeting or what
you hope to gain from attending.
When you do these introductions,
you are communicating something
about the story of you. And in that
story sharing, we are learning what
you are connected to, what you are
about, how you are participating in
community.
The North Columbia Monthly is a
free monthly magazine distributed
throughout northeastern Washington and is a vehicle for sharing stories
that we can relate to or imagine or
feel. It is about where and how we
live In emphasizing these kinds of
stories, it is my hope that the idea
of connection, common ground,
and community will be infused into our consciousness and
become what we choose to strive for, and what becomes
considered the norm.
I believe that we can all have different perspectives, different
viewpoints, different ways of being, and I also believe that we
can find connection and build community around the things
we share in common.
For example, anyone who has lived here for any length
of time knows how to watch for eyeshine at night so as to

NORM’S AUTO REPAIR

Schedule Your Service Today!

avoid hitting a deer. And if you do see one deer crossing the
road, you are right away looking for its friends that might be
running out after it.
Or, for many of us, we know just how delicious freshly-picked
huckleberries are, or we rejoice in that incredible first bite of
fresh fruit straight off the tree. Perhaps we relate to the experience of getting older, of losing a loved one, of contending
with being addicted to our phone, of
seeing an amazing sunset, of learning
to preserve food, of struggle and
accomplishment and everything else
that is a part of our daily lives here in
northeastern Washington.
Telling these stories, in different
ways and from different perspectives, weaves a whole tapestry of
connection about what we share and
it builds relationships that, hopefully,
lay a foundation for respect, care and
kindness, and a greater willingness
to be open-minded to others. And
with this foundation, I believe we can
then have the difficult conversations
and, even though we sometimes just
have to agree to disagree, we can still
be good neighbors, be a part of our
shared communities.
This is what the North Columbia
Monthly is about. And what I’ve been doing with it since
becoming its publisher six years ago. Over that time, I have
received SO much great feedback and enthusiasm from readers
who write to me, call me, email me, stop me in the grocery
store, and tell me how much they appreciate the magazine,
how they save it, share it, talk about it with their friends. And
for this, I am so incredibly grateful, to know that these stories
– your stories – are truly making a difference for people in our
communities. Thank you for being a part of this.

We Service All Makes & Models

295 W. 1st • Colville, WA • 509-685-9653 • 855-877-9653
norms-auto.com • Mon-Thur: 7:30 am - 5:30 pm
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Cover Photo

A Note from the Publisher:

Spring rainbows on the Columbia River. Photo by
Ashley Voykin. See more at ashleyvoykin.com

The North Columbia Monthly is about “Where and How We Live.” In print and
online, we aim to inform, illuminate, educate, explore, encourage, and celebrate.
It is my hope that in sharing this content, readers will learn, be entertained, make
connections, build bridges, strive for peaceful solutions to strife and difference, and
think deeply.
Preference is given to what is good and right in community, and to encourage these
things to proliferate and be celebrated as the norm. That doesn’t mean shying away
from difficulty. It means not flushing energy down the drain of unproductive negativity. It means marshaling our creativity, our passions, our collective intelligence,
our determination, our vision, and our care for ourselves, our families and neighbors, and the places we call home, and doing, not just good things, but great things.

W

W

The North Columbia Monthly is published 12 times per
year. Copyright 2021 © by North Columbia Monthly.
All rights reserved. Reproduction of the contents, or
use in whole or part without written permission from
the publisher is strictly prohibited. Advertising, views
and opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those
of the publisher. Printed in the USA with soy-based
ink on paper containing recycled content.

NEW FOR 2021!
ARTICLE AND AD DEADLINE

20th of each month
(except June 21st)

See Plants Rise In New Growth There Is More Everyday
- JOHN ODELL, WordsOfWords.com
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Youth View

Systems, Not Goals
By Mayah LaSol

This past month I made a discovery that rocked my world. I Just because you didn’t start writing as the first act of the day
think that the pandemic has provided the context for a signif- – because you had to be at a meeting by 8 a.m. – doesn’t mean
icant amount of personal growth for me. Almost every single that you won’t write first thing tomorrow.
month I make a new discovery, learn a lesson, or deepen my
This realization might be helpful to certain people and less
understanding of the world around me. I think I’ve just had so to others. I think it probably just depends on how your
the opportunity to think so much more and had less contact brain works. The reason this was so amazing for me was that
with other people and so I’ve been forced to contemplate life I have had an ongoing struggle with goal-setting.
and examine myself more than I normally would.
I used to think I was a goal-oriented person because I like
When I say that this discovery rocked my world, though, I making lists and planning out my life and making progress
mean it. I watch a lot of YouTube videos about self-improve- on things like my physical flexibility and writing stories.
ment these days, mostly because all of the self-reflecting I However, I never felt excited to put forth goals because, every
have done has made me realize that there are things about time, I didn’t reach them and then I would feel guilty and not
me and my life that I want to, well, improve. The videos are want to set more goals. This whole cycle was really tiring, but
often insightful, but this one in particular introduced the I never considered that maybe my brain just wasn’t wired to
life-changing idea that you don’t have to set goals. Instead, like goal-setting.
you should create systems.
So, systems are my new favorite thing. I’ve started implementI’m sure many people have heard of this at some point in ing systems in my life and I love how they make me inspired
life, but it was the first time I’d heard the word “system” in and motivated instead of guilty, more spontaneous and less
this context. Creating systems and not goals
boxed-in. A system, for me, is a mindset
“I
love
how
they
make
me
means that instead of saying something like
that helps me to live my life as opposed to
“I’m going to try to write a novel by the end
inspired and motivated...” a goal that ends up adding stress to my life
of March” you say something like “I’m going
until it is met and then leaving a gaping hole
to get up and write first thing every day, which will eventually of uncertainty when I either give up or finally meet it. I am
lead to me writing a novel.” It is creating a long-term way of so excited to be using systems now and I think it is a big step
living, not creating a short-term task to complete and then to me reaching my dreams and being successful (whatever
having to redo everything once you’ve done it.
that may look like).
Systems are much more flexible than goals. If you don’t
If you’ve ever struggled with your goals like I have, maybe you
meet the goal of writing a novel by the end of March, then you could try switching up your perspective and create a system!
simply haven’t met your goal. A system, meanwhile, cannot be
Mayah is a teen reader, writer, bookstagrammer, and allfailed unless you never end up putting it into action, in which around arts enthusiast who geeks out over books and cats. She
case you are operating by a different system. Plus, whichever shares book reviews and poetry on her instagram account @
system you are currently implementing allows for off days. mayahlwrites.
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The Courage of Compassion
By Christine Wilson
“Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced.”
								~ James Baldwin
On August 20, 2013, a school bookkeeper in Georgia showed up at her job
depressed and overwhelmed with her life
circumstances. Her husband had just left
her and she had become a single mom.
As it happened, there was a 20-year-old
with unmedicated mental health issues
who was feeling even worse than she
was. He walked into her school with an
AK-47 and 500 rounds of ammunition.
She didn’t cower or get angry or get him
what he wanted, which was suicide by
law enforcement. She talked to him.
She listened to him. She shared her own
troubles.
The young man with the gun had shot
six rounds into the air outside and was
inclined to take out as many people as he
could. She talked him down. She called
911 and on the recording you can hear
her telling him she loved him and that it
was going to be OK. It worked. He put
his gun down, the police took him out of
the school alive, and the situation ended
quietly. It is the only example I can find of
an active school shooter situation where
no one died.
Specialists in hostage negotiation said
she was spot on in her management of
the situation. She was confident and
compassionate, decisive and supportive.
Her name is Antoinette Tuff. At the time,
she got praise from all sorts of people,

including the man who was president
of the United States at the time. She says
she felt like her whole life, fueled by her
faith, had prepared her for this. Now,
she supports companies and schools
in fostering environments that are safe,
inspiring and compassionate.
There is an anecdote from Yorubaland
in West Africa about a trickster god
named Edshu. He came upon a section
of land between two fields, both managed
by different farmers. He wanted to mess
with them and, since humans are easy to
mess with, he devised a simple plan. He
put on a hat which was white on one side
and red on the other. It was green in front
and black in back. He strode past them
wearing this hat and they watched from
their own fields. When they returned to
their village, they both wanted to tell their
neighbors of the stranger they had seen.
They described with such insistence that
one accused the other of being blind and
the other shouted that the first one must
be drunk. They came to blows and then
they drew knives on each other.
They were taken before the village
judge. The judge was at a loss. Who could
be believed? Edshu was in the audience
and stood up to confess his prank. “The
two could not help but quarrel. I wanted
it that way. Spreading strife is my greatest
joy.”
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There is another old story, from 8th
century India. Shantideva was a monk
who developed a remarkable guidebook
for life on planet Earth. Part of his teaching
was that our minds are like wild elephants.
I’m sure that in the 700s in India, people
would have known a lot about wild elephants and the damage they could cause.
He talked about how incredible elephants
can be when helped to be companions to
humans. Pema Chodron talks about his
teachings. In one of the recordings of her
lessons, she is asked by a young woman
how it could possibly have been necessary
back then to need that kind of instruction.
Pema Chodron laughs, in her charming
way, and says: “That’s the thing. Nothing
has changed.”
I do not take that to mean things are
hopeless or that humans are a bleak collection of creatures. Having listened to
and read countless hours of these kinds
of lessons, it seems to me that every
culture has some version of this lesson
about choice. Our cultural stories are full
of them. My favorite more recent cinematic one is in Minority Report, in which
the main character learns (spoiler alert)
that even if you see a video of yourself
murdering someone in the future, you
still have a choice.
Antoinette Tuff knew that simple and
important piece of information on the
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Random Acts of Community
day she happened to be in the presence
of someone who wanted to take out as
many people as he could and then force
someone to kill him. She knew she had
choices and he had choices. She says she
had been preparing for that moment for
her whole life. Her faith and compassion
kicked in and she used those two things
to energize herself to help him. We won’t
ever know how many lives she saved.
Let’s hope that most of us won’t be put
to a test that huge. Let’s hope that if we
are, we rally the way she did. However,
and I hate to sound trite here, life really is
a succession of moments in which we are
tested on our choices. I left my wallet in a
shopping cart at Super One, which I didn’t
realize until I returned home. I zoomed
back and found it right where I left it. It
was bright red and stuck out vividly in the
sun, behind several shopping carts. The
cash in there would have been a terrible
loss to me, a boon to a thief. How hard
did anyone struggle not to take it? I will
never know, but I am overwhelmed with
gratitude that no one did.
Even smaller than that, throughout the
day we make choices about how to deal
with impatience, disappointment and
annoyance. We pick our options and those
options determine our habits.
Sue Monk Kidd said recently of her
novel The Book of Longings that it is
a controversial story. She said it takes
courage to be a writer. She added in a sly
voice that it can require courage to read.
The way I see this past year, there are so
many ways we have been challenged to
be courageous. Now that an increasing
number of people are getting vaccinated, I am beginning to imagine a world
in which we interact with people again
on a more regular basis. I see the call to
courage in this moment as well. What
lessons do we want to take with us into
the future? What bad habits do we need
to recover from? What have we come
to value more clearly? What do we find
unsettling about other people? How will
we navigate our relationships with people
who have followed a different course of

action during this time?
We could be entering into a time of
reconciliation, a time of learning how
to communicate with intelligence and
generosity of spirit. I can imagine this
new way forward. It would require living
with the knowledge that our own version
of Edshu is strolling through our neigh-

borhoods with his multi-colored hat. He
may find joy in strife but I can think of
nothing better than to put into practice
intentional actions that disappoint him.
Christine Wilson is a psychotherapist
in private practice in Colville and can be
reached at christineallenewilson@gmail.
com or 509-690-0715.
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‘It Was Never About The Cookies’
By Dr. Barry Bacon, MD

It was a drizzly, overcast day in
northeast Washington. I pulled out of
the hardware parking lot on my way to
work on a project for a family member,
a grisly plumbing project to be exact.
One of those special tasks in which I
find myself immersed simply because I
am a dad.

I rounded the corner heading the
back way through town to my destination when something caught my eye. A
card table. Boxes set neatly in stacks. A
nine-year-old girl sitting in the gathering gloom of a rather blustery early
spring day. I tried to take in the significance of what I was seeing. I had more

Colville Chamber of Commerce
& Mayor’s

Open Golf Tournament
Dominion Meadows
Golf Course, Colville

May 21, 2021
Check-In: 12 pm
Shotgun Start: 1 pm

Registration Deadline:
May 15th
Colville Chamber of Commerce
509-684-5973
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than enough things to do on this particular day, but I couldn’t avoid the urge
to stop. An inner sense that here was an
opportunity to help a girl who must be
questioning why she is sitting outside
behind a card table on this chilly day
with the task of selling cookies to no
one. Except maybe me.
I turned around, parked, walked to
the card table and smiled. An earnest
gaze met me from behind the table, and
with all of the seriousness of a nineyear-old, she asked, “Would you like
to buy some Girl Scout cookies?” She
plastered on a Girl Scout smile. “Yes, I
would like to do that.” She described in
detail the variety of cookies available to
me. Meanwhile, her mother appeared
from the building behind her.
Just then my phone rang. It was my
oldest daughter. “Hey Dad, what are
you doing?” “I’m buying Girl Scout
cookies.” “Oh. Why are you doing
that?” “Well, there was this girl and she
looked really glum and it’s kind of a
crummy day and she has a lot of cookies to sell.” She laughed and said, “Well,
that sounds like a good thing to do.”
“What kind of Girl Scout cookies do
you recommend?” I asked my daughter. “I like the Samoas and the mint
chocolate ones.”
I turned to the Girl Scout. “I’ll take
one of these, and one of these,” I told
her. “These are five dollars, and these
are five dollars, so that makes it ten
dollars,” she explained enthusiastically. “OK, I have ten dollars,” I told her
and we exchanged items. I smiled at
her, finished my conversation with my
daughter, and climbed into the truck. I
sat for a moment and thought, looking
at the packages in my hands. What do
I need these for? But of course, it was
never about the cookies. It was always
about something else.
I looked more closely at the packages. Girls in various shades of skin color,
lifting a canoe, standing together, all
smiling. Their mission: to build girls

Life Matters
of courage, confidence and character,
who make the world a better place. I
thought for a moment about the women in my life who made my world better. I thought also about how sitting in
a drizzly, lonely parking lot waiting for
someone to happen
by can make you
pretty glum, but
can also build courage, confidence and
character. Maybe
that’s what makes it
so hard to pass by a
girl selling cookies.
We want to believe
that we are part of
building people of
character.
“Go getter/Innovator/Risk-taker/
Leader” the front of
the cookie package
reads.
A few days later,
I was on a Skype
call with my wife.
I’ve been married
to this woman (pictured at right) for
41 years, but even
now, every once in
a while, I am still
surprised by her.
This was one of
those days. As she described her day
and told me of recent events in her life,
I could see people walking in the background. I became curious about who
they were. She casually mentioned that
she had invited a homeless woman to
live in one of the upstairs areas of the
house. In another area of the house, another friend, a woman whose personal
life was falling apart and who had been
rendered temporarily homeless, was
also staying. I looked at my wife and
wondered. To be honest, I didn’t catch
much of the rest of the conversation.
“Wait a minute. You invited people
to come and live in the house?” “Yeah,

they needed a place. I ran into her while
I was at Walmart and I could tell that
something was wrong, so I asked her
‘Are you OK?’ She told me her story,
and I asked her if she needed a place to
stay.” Just like that. A random encoun-

ter at Walmart, and she asks her to stay
at our house.
“What about the other one?” “Well,
she is looking for work, and the warming center is closed now, so she is living
in her car, but that broke down and she
needs money to get it fixed. It’s not safe
for her, so I offered her a place temporarily. I can hire her so she can earn a
little money so she can get her car fixed.
I’ll help her to create a résumé and look
for a job.” My goodness, I thought. Who
is this woman that I married?
At that moment I discovered something in my self that I had not realized.
I think I am not the only man for

whom this may be true. I love the women in my life. I tend to think of them
as needing my protection, my support,
my employment, my strength. I know,
that’s old school. But this is something
different, something I didn’t see coming. I realized that
I respect courage
wherever I see it.
And I realized this
about my wife. She
demonstrated such
courage. She had
every reason to
pass by the needs
of a homeless person, to shrug it off
as someone else’s
job, or to be fearful of the risks of
bringing someone
into our home.
But she allowed
her compassion to
overcome her fears
and she opened
our home to someone in need. I call
that courage. I am
amazed by her. She
commands my respect.
The women in
my life are powerful in their own
ways, courageous, inspiring, thoughtful
and creative. Courage, confidence and
character. It all makes sense. Helping
girls to find their potential and discover everything they are capable of being
and doing in the world. I’ll never see
Girl Scout cookies in the same way
again.
But it was never about the cookies.
Barry Bacon is a physician who has
lived and practiced family medicine
in Colville for 28 years. He now works
in small rural hospitals in Washington state, teaches family medicine, and
works on health disparities in the U.S.
and Africa.
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Just Wondering
By Loren Cruden

From time to time I’m infiltrated by
questions – reminding me of how North
Africans and Bavarians and such are periodically beset by specially-named winds
causing them to feel restless or prodded
to misbehavior or writing morbid poems.
When question-breezes ruffle my
thoughts, I wonder about such things as
how scientists measure lunar tide effects
on cups of tea, or how it linguistically
came about that in English “Hi” is only
a greeting but in Danish additionally
means goodbye, or how quail decide
which flock member will act as lookout
each time they feed – or what my cat
Taliesin thinks I’m doing when I read a
book or talk on the phone.
Taliesin – my sole companion – knows
that I’m not talking to him when I’m
on the phone. I can tell because, when
I speak to Taliesin he participates in the
conversation. He stares or squints at
me, does positional ear-shifts like those
guys who signal with flags, purrs, vocally
replies – or eloquently gestures with his
paw or tail or whole body. He may even
sprint away if he doesn’t like what I’ve
said – or ignore me in a pointed manner,
like humans do.
But, unless compelled to interrupt –
also unmistakable, and usually having
to do with mealtime – Taliesin just goes
about his personal business while I’m on
the phone. The only acknowledgment he
makes is to spring off my lap when the
phone rings.

My one-sided yakking on the phone
elicits no response at all from him. He
doesn’t look baffled or concerned or
pleased or affronted as he does when I
speak to him (or exclaim or mutter to
myself). It makes me wonder: Does he
regard phone conversations as a form
of absence?
Likewise, with my reading (or writing)
for hours, attention clearly elsewhere.
Taliesin certainly takes advantage of this
absent attention, to either creep onto
my lap or surreptitiously do things I
don’t approve of – like checking out the
kitchen sink or putting his sparkle-balls
in the water dish.
Dale Jacobson wrote, “The hawk floats
above the clearing, working the wind –
hunting any small motion inside the circle
of its hunting.” Such a familiar sight: a
red-tailed hawk circling over a field, the
merge of intentness and ease it embodies.
Motion is the hunting hawk’s focus of
attention – motion or its lack indicating
the presence or absence of prey – as the
hawk itself moves, “working the wind.”
And this makes me wonder whether
the attention of nonhuman animals is
ever elsewhere than present. What is
Taliesin doing with his attention when
he lies on my lap, awake, purring, with
his eyes closed? He’s having an immediate
experience, of course, but is it the object
of his attention? Or is it mainly context
for something else, like tactile memory
of kittenhood experience, for instance?

ODYNSKI’S ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICE
Serving the commuity for over 50 years!

John S. Odynski, EA, ATA

Vern W. Rozelle, EA, ATP

ACCOUNTING • INCOME TAX • BOOKKEEPING
PAYROLL • STATE & FEDERAL AUDIT SERVICE
“Enrolled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service”
Ph# (509) 276-6888 • info@odynskisaccounting.com • Fax# (509) 276-6849

17 S. Main Street • Deer Park, WA
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Is he, in his own feline way, both present
and elsewhere? And, if he is, does he then
sense the resonance of when I am both
present and elsewhere?
Reading this, you may think: Here
is a person who doesn’t have much of
a life, who sits around doing little but
contemplating her cat.
Well, you may be right. Though, even
when the pace of my life was faster and
more complex (and didn’t involve quarantines) I couldn’t help wondering about
things. It was just that in those days I
could multi-task: be busy and wonder
at the same time, very efficient.
Neurological studies show that humans
– even those who don’t sit around much
– spend a shocking amount of brain time
doing what amounts to mental wandering (or “Doodah-doodah,” a technical
term that, when intense – such as when
dreaming up unlikely but stimulating
scenarios – could be called “Tachy-doodah”). Daydreaming is a major form
of being elsewhere, which makes me
wonder how much mind wandering our
hunter-gatherer ancestors did. As both
predators and prey they must’ve had to
pay close attention to immediate context
and its implications.
Regarding context, the brain registers
absence as well as presence, absence
having its own implications, as with
the circling hawk’s attention to motion.
About 25 years ago I began noticing
that not as many birds were around. At
first the noticing was subconscious, felt
as a wrongness in the habitat. Or, more
precisely, as an unsettling absence. It was
hard to pin this uneasy feeling down until
I started keeping written notes of habitat
fluctuations and realized the diminishing
number of birds. I often conferred with
my sister in Oregon, who noticed the
same trend.
I recently read a report that, according
to the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, there
are now 3 billion fewer birds in the United States and Canada than there were
50 years ago. People who haven’t been

Monthly Muse

around as adults through those 50 years
probably haven’t registered the change;
their sense of normal is based on a different timeframe. The report went on
to say that two-thirds (389 species) of
American birds are now threatened with
extinction from climate change.
To know what once comprised a
healthy normal can be a useful perspective for comparison. As with stories
elders relate of the days when salmon
in certain rivers were so plentiful you
could practically “walk across the river
on their backs,” these comparisons tell not
only of loss and absence but of potential,
what may be imagined still possible. I felt
this on the day one of my young granddaughters and I participated in the tribes’
release of salmon into the Columbia
the year before last. Re-imagining the
“normal” of a wild-salmon presence was
like a hand from the past reaching out to
clasp a hand from the future, bridging a
broken link – an act of healing.

Perhaps nothing we do will be enough
to secure that future. But that we do it
affirms the presence of commitment and
goodwill in this place between yesterday
and tomorrow.
Absence, presence – another thing
that this past year of pandemic made
graphic is the realization that nothing
makes up for or is adequate substitution
for showing up in-person. So precious,

the real-life, at-hand presence of family,
friends, teachers and community, of
abundant birds and other creatures,
trees and rivers, fields and flowers: a
context of wholeness, nothing missing.
The wonder of it..
Loren Cruden writes fiction, nonfiction,
and poetry, available at www.LorenBooks.
com, and provides Home Pet Care in the
north Stevens County area.

423 W. 1st, Colville
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HOME PET CARE
Long experience with animals, a great
attentiveness to their unique dispositions,
and dedication to reliable, respectful, and
affectionate attention to their needs.
Small Animals • Large Animals
Daily Visits at Your Home

Serving North Stevens & Ferry Counties
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Madilane’s Memories

The Great Duck Extraction of 2014
By Madilane Perry

My husband and I live in the house my
mother designed and my stepfather built.
The centerpiece of the house is the fireplace,
which is unusually deep and is closed with
a glass door. Unfortunately, its chimney
has always attracted cavity-nesting birds.
As early as the 1960s the family was used
to occasionally removing agitated flickers
from the fireplace. The birds weren’t strong
enough to force the door open, although
they could see what probably looked like an
escape route through the picture window
in the facing wall.
Once, when I was living there on my
own, I came home to find that a female
wood duck had been strong enough to
push the glass door open. She had stomped
flat all the houseplants in the window in
her efforts to get out. We had a very lively
chase before I finally caught her for release
outdoors.
The most dramatic bird situation so far,
however, was the Great Duck Extraction
of 2014.
It began with an intermittent scratching.
It sounded as if something was attempting
to dig through a wall. My husband was
sure that the unidentified creature was in
the chimney. I was fairly sure that, aside
from the ash shelf, there was no place for
anything to be trapped in the chimney.
Running a hand along the ash shelf disclosed nothing but ash and creosote.
The scratching continued for two days.
Careful listening indicated it was actually

off to one side of the chimney. Finally my
husband removed a section of the pegboard
paneling in the storage room offset from
the back of the fireplace. He was a little
hesitant to reach in, not knowing exactly
what kind of critter might be in there.
I was reasonably sure that this was another duck situation. Reaching into the
space between the studs, now slimy with
what indeed turned out to be duck dung,
I pulled out a female goldeneye. She was
remarkably lively for having spent two days
in the wall. When I carried her down to the
lake and set her down she pattered away
along the surface of the water.
That left us with the mystery of how the
duck got in the wall. I ascended to the roof
to look at the situation. When Dad built
the fireplace he included two tile pipe air
shafts, one on either side of the chimney.

4

I don’t really know what they were for but
they gave evidence of an idea that didn’t
work. One had been filled with concrete
sometime soon after construction and
the other was fitted with a two-inch-thick
wooden plug. The plug was the problem.
In the 50-odd years since it was installed
the plug had partly rotted out and had fallen
into the tile pipe, partly blocking it. There
was room for the duck to get in, probably
looking for a nest site, but she couldn’t get
out. The tile pipe is now plugged with a couple of layers of recycled plastic campaign
signs weighted with bricks. Nevertheless,
we remain on the lookout for ducks.
Madilane Perry, a retired archaeologist,
was raised on a family-owned hunting and
fishing resort on Curlew Lake. she is married
to a local author Ray Bilderback. They are
both managed by a small brown dog.
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Northern Pygmy Owl: Tiny and Bold
Article & Photo by J. Foster Fanning
Over the years of researching for and
writing articles on wildlife I’ve noted the
varying evolved ways different species
gain an advantage, for foraging, brooding, social interactions or just plain
survival. In this article I’m going to focus
on a small predator which, along with a
few other species, has evolved an ocellus
marking to give it a notable advantage.
In biology “ocelli” is a term for any eyelike marking in animals, such as on the
wings of some butterflies or the eye spots
on the tail feathers of a peacock. Our
small predator, the northern pygmy owl
Glaucidium gnoma, shares the ocellus
characteristic with some falcons, hawks
and other owls. The six-inch-tall pygmy
owl shows dark eyes, fringed with white
feathers, that appear to stare menacingly
alert, but then the head swivels and there
are the bright yellow eyes blinking from
this little owl’s actual face.

It is easy to understand why moths,
caterpillars and other non-predator
creatures have evolved the markings of
eyes as a defense mechanism to confuse
or deter those hunting them, but why
would predators themselves sport such
markings? One of the answers can be
found in the behavior of non-predator
species.
Many of us have seen crows dive-bombing hawks or eagles in an effort to drive
the predator away from their nesting
territory. I observed the northern pygmy owl pictured here getting mobbed
by a mixed group of two dozen or so
small songbirds, including chickadees,
nuthatches and juncos. They grouped
around the small owl squawking, chirping and flying fast past its perch. These
little birds may have been defending
nests or brooding territory or foraging
areas and attempting to drive away the
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predator in their midst.
Some of us may even have personal
experience with getting dive-bombed or
even thumped in the back of the head
if stumbling into a songbird nest area.
Why the back of your head? You’ve no
eyes there. Kenn Kaufman, field editor at
Audubon magazine, says that false faces
could encourage angry birds to keep a
slightly greater distance. Ornithologist
David Sibley takes it a step further. He’s
found in his own observations that birds
seem less likely to attack if they think
they’re being watched.
“Researchers who venture into
gull and tern colonies are subject to
dive-bombing attacks from the birds,”
Sibley wrote in an email to Audubon.
“The birds always attack from behind,
and veer away if you turn to look at them,
so researchers sometimes wear masks (of
human faces) on the backs of their heads
to fool the birds. These false faces are
apparently very effective at preventing
attacks.” Another reason for those false
eye patches on the northern pygmy owl?
It is prey to larger owls.
The first time I observed a northern
pygmy owl remains a point of note for
me. It occurred on my deck, which has
a steel roof. All of a sudden, my quiet
moment under the pines was shattered
when a crashing whack against the roof
just above my head was immediately followed by sound of sharp objects grinding
and scraping along the steel ridges with
lots of squawking and hissing.
Then to my utter surprise a large ball
of feathers with four wings and talons
tumbled off the roof just a couple feet
beyond me and thumped to the ground.
Looking down over the log-rail I noted
a blur of blue feathers flash away as the
Steller’s jay escaped, but there on the
ground, staring up at me with deep
golden eyes, almost accusatorially, as
though I may have been the cause of
the mishap, was a northern pygmy owl.
The six-inch winged predator had
taken down a 10-inch prey. The little

In Nature

owl shook off the dust and in a sprightly
manner flew away, leaving me longing
for a camera in hand.
Inhabiting all of the Pacific Northwest, including southeast Alaska, and
down the Rocky Mountain range into
Mexico, northern pygmy owls are
year-round residents of our highlands.
They often relocate to lower elevations
during the winter, returning upslope
in springtime. The northern pygmy
owl is diurnal, meaning that it hunts
during daylight, favoring dawn and
dusk. While its primary food source is

small rodents and small birds, these tiny
hunters opportunistically make meals of
amphibians, reptiles and insects as well.
Look for them perched at the top of a
tree, or in the middle of a bird mobbing
as mentioned above.
This owl is plump with short wings, a
long tail and very yellow eyes. The beak
is a yellowish-white. The dark, whiteringed false eyes are apparent on the back
of the head. Males are a greyish-brown
with fine white spotting overall. Females
tend to be slightly darker. The primary
song of this species is a series of evenly

spaced high-pitched toots, although
near the nest site one may hear a variety
of twitters, trills and chirps.
As you wander the hills and dales of
our highlands keep a pair of eyes turned
to the back of your head. You never know
what’s about to happen just beyond your
peripheral vision…
J. Foster Fanning is a father, grandfather, retired fire chief and wannabe beach
bum. He dabbles in photography as an
excuse to wander the hills and vales in
search of the perfect image. Learn more
at fosterfanning.blogspot.com.
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Colville, WA
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THE CUTTER THEATRE
Do You Feel Nostalgic for the Songs of the 50’s & 60’s?
Then this Concert with “Remember” from Spokane is For You!
May 16th ~ 2 PM ~ Tickets $8

4 Friday - 4 Acts: Community Talent Showcase
th

May 28th ~ Food at 5:34 PM, Show at 6:04 PM
Featuring different
performers every month
sharing music, comedy,
drama, and maybe even
some magic.

$4 to get in, $4 soup,
$4 beer and wine
Tickets can be bought online!
Performers of all sorts are
invited to get on the program
with a rehearsed 20-minute
set. Call the Cutter office
at 509-446-4108 to put your
John Kinney performing at the
unique talent on the stage. 4th Friday in March.
The Cutter Theatre | 302 Park Street, Metaline Falls, WA
CutterTheatre.com | 509-446-4108 | Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri, 9 am - 4 pm

Main Street Floral

OPEN and DELIVERING on Mother’s Day
Sunday, May 9th

Your Mom deserves the very best expression
of your love and
appreciation.
Make her heart
flutter when
she receives
a beautifully
designed bouquet
hand delivered
Telefloral’s Lavishly Lavender Bouquet
to her door.
Call us today at 509-684-9096 or go to
our website to place your order.
Spokandy • Teddy Bears • Balloon Bouquets • Candy Bouquets
Teleflora wire service worldwide.
www.colvillesmainstreetfloral.com • Hours: M-F 9-5:30 • Sat 9-2
(509) 684-9096 • 104 N. Main Street • Colville, WA

Reach Out Opening The Soil
Making the world better,
a word at a time.

Visit Words Of Words.com to
learn more and to buy acronyms
on a variety of quality products,
from shirts to mugs and more.
Give Ideas For Thought Sharing
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MAY 2021

COMMUNITY ACTION AWARENESS MONTH

MAKING A COMMUNITY HOME
May is community action awareness month. We would
like to take this time to celebrate the impact that Rural
Resources Community Action has had on our local
communities.
57 years ago, our country initiated a War on Poverty by
establishing the Economic Opportunities act of 1964. Along
with the Economic Opportunities Act, the Civil Rights
Act (1964), amendments creating Medicare and Medicaid
(1965), and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(1965) emerged to fight against poverty. These programs
were created to allow all community members to have
economic security.
In a society of individualism and self-reliance, poverty is
something many turn a blind eye to as if it is invisible. The
problem of poverty is too frequently forgotten. People
living in poverty are too often looked at as lazy, unwilling
to work, uneducated, or ridden with substance abuse. In
fact, most people living in poverty are as hard-working as
anyone else, trying to survive and get by with what they
have. In addition, they endure social shame and isolation.

A Lasting Impact
Through the month of May, we will be
showcasing the programs that we offer
that help empower our community
members to achieve economic security.
To be added to our list to receive these
showcase emails, please email
jmurphyhill@ruralresources.org

Donate Today!
956 S Main St,
Colville, WA 99114
509-684-8421
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Through the month of May, we will be highlighting
our programs that help empower our community
members and achieve economic security. The
needs of our community members are unique, and
for that reason, Rural Resources offers 30 different
programs. Through them, we help customize support
for our residents to address their needs and create a
positive impact for anyone seeking economic
security.
Community action agencies help those with limited
incomes achieve self-sufficiency and ensure that all
community members can live in dignity. We do this
by creating and implementing programs that are
innovative and cost-effective; improving the lives
and living conditions of those in poverty.
Community action agencies provide support and
guidance for those in need. We are often the voice of
those that feel invisible or forgotten.
Although we are constantly dealing with budget cuts
and shrinking resources, we have an increase in
demand, especially with the pandemic still affecting
all of us. Even with these challenges, we continue to
provide vital support to our local population. We aid
families, children, students, senior citizens,
veterans, single-parents, and anyone else seeking
support. Our organization is reinforced by great
partnerships throughout the community. We partner
with local businesses, volunteers, school districts,
and other civic organizations. It is through local
support that we build strong communities that
thrive. Join us in making our community a place we
are proud to call home.

Being of Service
Not Your Average Hippo
By Adenea Thompson
Think about your day today. How much of it involved
water? Did you take a shower? Brush your teeth? Have a
cup of coffee? Water your plants? For most of us in our
day-to-day lives in northeast Washington, getting water
involves the twist of a handle. What if that weren’t the
case? What if you had to travel to either the community
well or the nearest lake, river or creek? On any given day
over 780 million women do just that. Utilizing five-gallon
buckets that, when full, weigh up to 40 pounds, they trek
to their local water
source and back,
collectively spending
140 million hours on
this task alone.
The Rotary Club
of Gibsons, British
Columbia, is looking
to help change that
with the involvement
of over 75 Rotary
and Interact clubs
including our own Rotary Club of Colville.
The project is called
Help Us Roll 1,000
Hippos.
Hippos are large-capacity drums that are
rolled instead of carried. Each can hold
about five times the
water of a five-gallon
bucket. A single hippo roller can carry enough water for
seven people per day. This means less transportation time,
increased capacity for children to help and the potential
to have water to use on such items as a garden. The need
for fewer trips back and forth also means increased time
that women and children can spend on educational and
economic opportunities.
Each Hippo costs $150. The Rotary Club of Colville’s
goal is to be able to purchase 20 units for families in
South Africa. Our International Committee has funded six
units and the District for our club is willing to partially
match some of our funds, which gets us to 8-12 units.

Our members feel passionately about this project and
individuals are pooling funds for, hopefully, six additional
units. That leaves us looking for funding for potentially
two to six more units.
It’s easy to take for granted a resource that is everywhere
for us. It’s in our kitchens, bathrooms, outside spigots,
at work, and sold in every grocery store and gas station.
We use water to wash our streets, irrigate our crops, fill
our pools, fill balloons for water battles, and for splash

Photo courtesy of rollahippo.org
pads and decorative fountains. Imagine, though, if you
had to travel miles for water. Would you rethink those
patio flowers? Would you be able to fit in work if you had
to put aside a few hours every day to walk to water and
back? These rollers can make a significant impact on the
lives of those who receive them and that is why our club
is so passionate to see this goal filled.
You can go to https://www.rollahippo.org for more
information on this project. If you want to learn more
or to help us reach our goal, feel free to reach out. It’s
not just a labor-saving device, it’s a time saving, life-altering device.

This page made possible by the Rotary Club of Colville. Learn more on FB @ColvilleRotary
To view a list of all the Rotary Clubs in the district, visit district5080.org/clubdirectory
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Events
May 1: Chewelah 11th Annual City-Wide Yard
Sale.

May 1: Northeast Washington Farmers Market.

April showers bring May flowers...and veggie
and herb starts, Spring produce, and MORE!
Downtown Colville. See ad page 43.

May 1: Film Festival featuring the 12 finalists

in the student up to age 17 category, all genres
and not rated, 3-5 pm. NuVu-Theater, 209 E
5th Ave, Metaline Falls. Visit facebook.com/
NUVUfun/ for more info.

May 1-2: Molly Sweeny, presented by Park Av-

enue Players at the Chewelah Center for the
Arts, Sat 7 pm, Sun 2 pm. Tickets $15. Call
509-935-9993 or visit chewelahcenterforthearts.com for more info.

May 5: Cinco de Mayo.
May 6: First Thursday Art Walk with painter

Matteo Di Ventra, downtown Chewelah and
Trails End Gallery, 5:30-8 pm.

May 7: Book signing and reading by Jackie
McGregor, co-author of While the Windmill
Watched: A Slice of Rural America in the 1950s,
at Coffee & Books in the Town Center building
in Colville, 11-2.

May 8: Chewelah Creators Arts & Crafts Show
206 E Main St., 2-8 pm.

May 8: Springdale City-Wide Yard Sale.
May 8: Vitalant Blood Drive, Ag Trade Center,
Colville, 9-2.

May 8: Grab Bag Book Sale, Colville Public Li-

brary, 10-1. 4 Books / bag: $1, children’s books:
10 / bag: $1, or $0.10 per book on the cart.

May 9: Mother’s Day.
May 11: Vitalant Blood Drive, Ag Trade Center,
Colville, 9-2.

May 14: Chewelah Farmer’s Market Opening
Day.
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May 16: Live music from the 50’s & 60’s with

Spokane-based band Remember, Cutter
Theatre, Melaline Falls, 2 pm. Tickets $8. Call
509-446-4108 or visit cuttertheatre.com for
details. See ad page 16.

May 17: Tax Day.
May 21: Colville Chamber’s/Mayor’s Open

Golf Tournament, Dominion Meadows Golf
Course, Colville. Registration deadline is May
15. For golf cart rental, make arrangements
through the Pro Shop at 509-684-5508. See
ad page 10.

May 21-22: Rhyme & Wine verse and vino event
at the Woodland Theatre, Kettle Falls, 7 pm.
Tickets $5, available at Colville Chamber of
Commerce and Meyers Falls Market. Wine
$5 a glass sold at the event. See ad page 42.

May 22: Colville Valley Animal Sanctuary

Meow Hoedown Drive Thru Fundraiser. Tickets: $15 per meal, catered by Lori Roberts, 1
centerpiece per car, Picture w/Purrcy. Live far
away? Picnic table reservation available for $10
per 30 minutes while they last. Online silent
auction May 14-21. Donations welcome! Visit
cvasanctuary.org for menu and more info.

May 22: Colville Elks # 1753 community event to

celebrate the special people (and pets!) in our
lives. Luminaries ($5 each) can be customized
with a name and message. Dinner at 6 pm.

May 24-28: KCVL/KCRK Colville radio station
Summer Reading Give Away.

May 28: 4th Friday – 4 Acts: Community Talent

Showcase at the Cutter Theatre, Metaline Falls.
Food at 5:34 pm, show starts at 6:04 pm. Call
509-446-4108 or visit cuttertheatre.com for
details. See ad page 16.

May 28-29: Valley Warriors Against Cancer

showcase in the park. $20 per space. Contact
Darla Olson at 509-937-4451 or 509-936-9777.

May 29: Nostalgia Days Car Show. Take a stroll
down memory lane at the Chewelah City Park
at the 43rd annual family friendly, free car show,
9-3. All makes welcome. Call 509-690-0281
for more info.

Submissions for Events, Meetings & Opportunities
Please send listing submissions for events, meetings, and opportunities for inclusion
in the print edition and online at ncmonthly.com to: ncmonthly@gmail.com.

May 31: Memorial Day
May 31-June 5: Between the Rivers Gathering,

a week-long workshop near Valley, WA for
learning skills that originate in the stone-age
all the way up to modern homesteading. Visit
betweentheriversgathering.com for more info.

Meetings &
Opportunities
May 10: Joint Statewide Nonprofit Network meet-

ing with guest presenters from the upcoming
Annual State Nonprofit Conference (May 17-21)
and facilitated small group breakout sessions,
Noon - 1:30 pm, for anyone involved or interested in nonprofits. Visit washingtonnonprofits.
org, call 509-675-3791 to get registered (free).

Library Events: Check out library events at

ncrl.org (Ferry Co.), scrld.org (Stevens Co.),
and pocld.org (Pend Oreille Co.)

Northeast Washington Genealogy Society:
Learn more at newgs.org.

Create Arts Center, at 900 W 4 , Newport, is
th

com for more info and Zoom link.

Al Anon, Wednesdays, Noon, Thursdays, 6 pm,
887 S. Walnut, Colville.

now offering classes for a variety of arts, crafts,
music lessons and more. Visit www.createarts.
org for more info and a full calendar of events
and lesson.

Deer Park Business Referral Group/Deer
Park Power Tips, Tuesdays, 8 am. Email

Business & Professional Women meeting,

Rape, Domestic Violence & Crime Victims,

second and fourth Wednesdays, 6:30-7:30
pm, Freckles’ Gourmet BBQ, 18 North Clark
Avenue, Republic.

Colville Piecemakers Quilt Guild meets the

third Monday (no meeting in July or August)
at 6 pm, Arden Community Hall, 636 Hall Rd.
in Arden. Call 509-675-8848 for more info.

Colville Toastmasters meets virtually on

Tuesdays, 5:30 pm and is for anyone seeking
to boost confidence and sharpen communication/leadership skills. Free mentorship. Call
509-690-3539 or email crablouie333@hotmail.

sandiebrown27@gmail.com for info.

help is available. Confidential, 24 hours a day
toll free 1-844-509-7233.

Child Advocates Needed: Join Stevens or
Ferry county’s Child Advocate programs for
investigating child abuse and speaking up for
a child’s best interest in court. All training is
provided. Call 509-685-0673 for more info.

MORE LISTINGS
& DETAILS AT
NCMONTHLY.COM

CALL HOSTING PARTIES TO CONFIRM LISTING INFO. THE NORTH COLUMBIA MONTHLY
WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS OR SCHEDULE CHANGES.
VISIT NCMONTHLY.COM FOR DAILY LISTING UPDATES OR TO SUBMIT A “WHAT’S HAPPENING” LISTING.
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LISTEN UP
Reviews by Michael Pickett

The Living: Rise from the Dead
Billed by some as “the greatest punk
band that never made
it,” Seattle’s The Living are something
of an underground
legend. Powered in
part by 17-year-old
Duff McKagan, The
Living’s long-lost EP
1982 with John Conte, Todd Fleischman
and Greg Gilmore is
finally seeing the light
of day thanks to uber-fan Stone Gossard
and his recently-revived Loosegroove
Records label.

In the space of just seven songs, this
record blasts out with
hyperkinetic ferocity
and an honest energy
that still lights up a
room almost 40 years
later.
The ballistic album-closer, “I Want,”
jumps out at more
than 150 beats per
minute, while “Two
Generation Stand”
and “No Thanks” show the band at
their no-holds-barred best. With future
G-n-R bassist McKagan on guitar here,

the sound is incendiary and the rhythms
incredibly tight (especially for a punk
band).
What this album does is not only
capture a raw Seattle sound long before
grunge made flannel marketable, it catalogs a band and album that were idolized
by future Emerald City royals like Pearl
Jam’s Stone Gossard and others. What
an amazing find, and what a killer nod
to an era of punk that existed long before
homogenized pop-punk made low-slung
guitars and spiky hair fashionable. Great
job by Gossard and Loosegroove for
bringing this artifact out of the basement
and into the light.

Sub Urban’s Off-Kilter Darkpop
It’s pretty cool when your kid turns
you on to music you might not otherwise encounter. Since I receive my own
bodyweight in demos, CDs and promo
packages, it’s easy to miss something
amazing in the mix.
As it turned out, by the time I actually sat down to listen to Sub Urban’s
elegantly twisted Thrill Seeker EP, I
mostly knew everything that was on it.
Between my son humming the insanely
catchy-but-sinister melodies and hearing

the perfectly detuned synths and shimmering sounds wafting out of his phone
at every turn, I found out this cleverly
conceived sound had fully grabbed real
estate in my head.
The superbly creepy album-opener
“Freak” lays the whole aesthetic out
flawlessly as the artist known as Sub
Urban crawls through his studio mic
and directly into your subconscious
with breathy, unsettling vocals over a
clever barrage of carnival-meets-hor-
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ror-soundtrack-music-box-chimes.
Just edgy enough to be dangerous, but
seemingly understated and inviting,
the whole sound of brilliant tracks like
“Cliche” and the pounding “Isolate” are
utterly unique and compelling.
With just a nod to Alice Cooper’s
genius here and there, Sub Urban is an
artist with a fully-formed and really
creepy vision for superbly-crafted altpop. Check out “Thrill Seeker” or any
one of the haunting videos or live online
shows he rolls out as his diabolical plan
for world domination.
Check out Michael Pickett’s music, free
at pickettmusic.com.

A Good Read
Reviews by Loren Cruden

Yellow Bird, by Sierra Crane Murdoch
No one, in journalist Sierra Crane
Murdoch’s Yellow Bird, an up-close
examination of what transpired during
oil-boom fracking on a North Dakota
Indian reservation, is painted as only the
victim or perpetrator.
Murdoch spent eight years on this story,
which circles around the disappearance
of a (white) oil worker and the search for
him by an (Arikara) tribal member named
Lissa Yellow Bird. Essential, when writing
about an Indian reservation, is spending
time – much time – listening to the people
who live there. Murdoch frankly states in
the book’s Author’s Notes, “My primary
limitation was that I am white…. [B]ut that
is the job of a journalist – to ask about what
you don’t yet know, and then to listen.”
The story Murdoch investigates is a
complex one, about history (both individual and collective), insecurity and greed,
incompatible cultures and transcendent

misery. “In 2012, North Dakota became
the most dangerous state to labor in, its
workers dying at a rate four times the
national average.” The Bakken oil field was
the poster child for this: the reservation
was inundated by transient non-Native
workers packed together in “man camps”
beside local communities ravaged by the
boom’s pollution, violence, drug addiction, and corruption. Murdoch gives us
names, faces, stories, landscapes and, at
center, the unconquerable Lissa Yellow
Bird, now well-known throughout Indian Country as a finder of disappeared
persons.
Lissa continued looking for the missing
oil worker’s body even after – in large part
due to her – the puzzle of his murder was
solved. “[Searching] is part of my life. I’m
okay with what I do, and I think my friends
and family have pretty much accepted
this.” A peace that didn’t come easy.

Saint X, by Alexis Schaitkin
Saint X is a remarkable debut novel by
Alexis Schaitkin, intricately crafted, a jewel
box of many drawers and a story told by
many voices.
The primary one is Claire’s – the younger
sister of an 18-year-old golden girl found
dead during her (well-to-do) family’s vacation at a beach resort in the Caribbean.
Claire is only seven when her sister mysteriously dies; obsession with finding the truth
about that event emerges as Claire herself
comes of age. “I know the exact day I outlived Alison. Eighteen years, three months,
twelve days…. Maybe part of what it means
to be eighteen is to feel perpetually caught
between the intensity of one’s desires and
the dawning self that judges them.”
Richly detailed, satiric but not cynical,
the story never shies from excruciating

realities of race, class, growing up, or living
with yourself or others. “[Alison] arrived at
Indigo Bay at that critical moment when
the girl cuts herself on shards of her own
reflection and watches, baffled and thrilled,
as the blood begins to flow.”
The reader is haunted by Alison, but two
native Caribbean men at the core of the plot
are also indelible, tightly woven into not
just Alison’s story but her sister’s quest as
well. It is the tension of this knot, and the
tugging relationships on either side of the
privilege fence, that widen the view and give
this novel its lingering impact.
Loren Cruden writes fiction, nonfiction,
and poetry, available at www.LorenBooks.
com, and provides Home Pet Care in the
north Stevens County area.
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Mountain Meandering

Resilience Revealed in Spring
Article & Photo by Patricia Ediger

I love the month of May. Although the
official first day of spring was March 20,
it usually takes several weeks of warming before nature resembles spring up
at our elevation. Our home rests on the
mountain at about 2,600 feet and we
have continued to use our wood stove
all through April to stave off the cold
nights and chilly mornings.
Now, after a few warmer days, the leaf
buds are opening and green is appearing on most of the trees and shrubbery
around us. Daffodils are rich in yellow
petals. Our lilacs and our Canada red
tree have flower buds almost ready to
burst open and spread forth fragrances that will permeate everywhere, even
into the house.
May feels like a magical time to me,
one that I wish could last much longer.
With the warmer days, I get to spend
more time on walks or runs, in the garden, enjoying the sunshine on my back
as I dig and prepare the beds for plants
and seeds. Birds of many kinds are returning, chasing one another through
the air, from branch to branch, courting
and singing and feeding. A “Zippidy
Doo Dah” happy kind of feeling.
While on my walks, I keep an eye
out for last year’s bird nests. Some have
been blown out of trees by wind or fall-

en from their branch crooks with the
winter snow. I have several collected
from the years gone by and am always
amazed at the craftsmanship of these
avian builders … more about that later.
Wildlife too has reappeared in seemingly greater numbers. Now, I love wildlife. I love living where I can see it so
readily. Yet I must admit that there are
moments when it is a bit much. We have
a couple of outside cats, and while they
unfortunately sometimes behave as bird
assassins, they do keep the numbers of
mice, gophers and moles under control.
But they do not do much to push back
the turkey invasions.
We no longer have a dog to keep said
wildlife at bay since our Sadie passed two
summers ago. As a result, I am seeing
the turkeys, deer and coyotes encroaching more and more onto our yard. Turkeys are roosting in the fir trees in our
backyard, and they begin our days with
loud gobbles at first light. My porch and
front yard show daily evidence of their
presence. Washing off turkey droppings
has become another of my morning
chores. I see larger herds of whitetail
deer moving about the mountain. Coyotes were so close that their barking at
8 a.m. was loud enough to hear above
the sound of the television, inside the

“Education for the Road Ahead”
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• State Department of Licensing
Knowledge and Drive Testing

• Individual Instruction
Colville’s locally owned driving school!
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house!
There also seems to be a surge in the
tick population this spring. Specifically,
the brown dog tick. I know this, because
within a week I found a total of six of
them upon my person. Nope, this has
never happened before. I have been trying to figure out where they are coming
from, as they randomly appeared at odd
times. Meaning, I didn’t pick them up
wandering through the woods and tall
brush. I found a tick on two different
days crawling in my hair at the office
and another two, again on separate
days, on my hand while sitting on my
front porch. Thankfully, none of these
had attached, just crawling on my person, and easily disposed of.
The worst though was a rude awakening in the middle of the night, feeling
creepy-crawly, and finding a tick trying to attach to my scalp! Jumping out
of bed, turning on the bathroom light,
seeing that all tick parts were accounted
for, I flushed him/her down the drain.
Rubbing alcohol and antibiotic ointment applied, I tried unsuccessfully to
salvage sleep. I had a very tired next day.
I managed to capture another a day later
on the inside of my back door. Again,
where were they coming from?
I identified the specimen as an American dog tick. During my research I
happened to learn that wild turkeys
are a great predator to the tick, so that
helped make up for the otherwise nuisance they have created in my life lately.
I am fine. No illness. Tick attachment
takes 4-8 hours before they will transmit
disease, at least according to the website
on the American dog tick. Curious … I
have no dog yet I have the ticks?!
Besides these annoyances, I still am
very happy about May. I am eager to
see the birds begin to build their new
abodes. I have in my collection a cou-

American Robin

Swallow
ple of goldfinch nests. At first I thought
these were perhaps hummingbird nests
as they were so small. Three inches
across and three to four inches deep
with fibers tightly woven. They had
been blown out of the tree that I had
noticed recently on a walk.
As I found out through research,
hummingbird nests are only 1.5 inches
in diameter, about the size of a golf ball,
camouflaged in lichen and moss, held
together by spider silk so that the nest
can expand as the babies grow, and softly cushioned inside with fur, hair, feathers or cotton fibers. I have not found
one of these yet. They are built in sheltered, dense bushes or thickets, often in
a forked branch of a tree. I would love to
spot one. Wish me luck. Some are up to
90 feet high in a tree … so I will need it.
And I respect nests still in place, as they
may be reused the following year.
Two years ago, I was privileged to
witness the building of a nest in my lilac bush next to the house by a pair of
cedar waxwings. I sat quietly on my
patio behind a bird blind with my camera, watching and photographing their
teamwork. The male would scavenge
for building materials while the female

Goldfinch

Cedar Waxwing
took his offerings and wove them together into the nest. Sometimes I found
myself giggling at the ridiculous choices
of oversized twigs the male would try
to bring into the small little space. The
female seemed game to make just about
anything work. I was able to get some
video of this process as well.
They laid four eggs in this nest and
things were going well until windstorms
came down through the draw, blowing
the lilac bush so roughly that they abandoned the nest, eggs and all. I waited for
two weeks, to see if they would return
and lay new eggs. Finally, I accepted
they were not returning, and I took the
nest down, since it really was not an ideal place due to the vulnerability to the
wind. They did rebuild elsewhere, and
we saw a family of cedar waxwings with
their fledglings later that summer.
I also have a swallow nest with a
couple of eggs, cushioned with yellow
feathers from another bird species,
also abandoned in one of the many
bird houses we have placed around our
property. Why the bird parents choose
to abandon is not always clear. And always sad to me.
Nests are such engineering wonders.

Each so intricately designed, unique,
depending on the size of the bird and
the materials and resources available.
Each year, the birds spend so much of
their spring and summer building nests
and raising young, only to repeat the
process year after year. My husband and
I were discussing our amazement about
this and he, being a builder, remarked
that it would be “the equivalent of us
building a round living room, bending
beams and weaving them together without tools and with one hand tied behind
our backs!”
We did build our own home here on
this mountain. We have a lot of maintenance and repairs but at least we don’t
have to start from scratch each year.
And we realize we can identify with our
avian friends for the sheer effort and
satisfaction in the creating of our own
nest. The resilience and tenacity of nature can surely be an encouragement.
Happy Spring!
Patricia Ediger is a freelance photographer specializing in wildlife, nature, and
landscape photography. See her work at
the Old Apple Warehouse, Kettle Falls,
WA and at patriciaedigerphotography.
com.
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Chasing the Blues Away
By Karen Giebel

“We’re having Max’s second birthday
party on March 27th, can you come ?”
Max is our grandson and we last saw him
two months before his first birthday. We
missed his first birthday because it occurred right after the COVID shutdown.
Could we make it? Dan and I just looked
at each other, unsure what our response
should be at that moment. It had been a
long time since we had been anywhere.
Our world narrowed considerably this
past year. Winter was long – too long and
filled with unexpected challenges leaving
us both worn out and feeling a little blue.
Yes, things were on the upswing but not
swinging up fast enough for me.
Going somewhere meant either to
Colville or Omak. Could we actually
“GO” to Colorado? It was going to be
a children’s party and that meant little
ones and their parents. We were just a
bit unsure of what to do or say at that
moment. It had been months since we

had been in a room with people in it.
In the end, we decided we were going
to this little guy’s birthday!
The planning part was a bit more
taxing. Do we fly or drive? Did we want
airports full of people, public rest rooms
and a rental car or did we want a hotel
room, public rest rooms and our own
truck? After much discussion, we decided to drive. It is a two-day drive – 1,250
miles through Montana and Wyoming.
I packed a large cooler with food and
beverages for the road, so we did not
have to stop for meals. I gathered soap
and water for hand washing, a large
container of disinfectant wipes, a new
bottle of hand sanitizer and a week’s
worth of clean cloth masks with liners
for both of us. Then off we went!
Heading down the highway we both
were rather silent as we gathered our
thoughts. We were out! Outside. Out of
Washington, across Idaho and “straight
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on ‘til dawn.” Our sighs were longer, and
our breaths became deeper the more
miles we put between us and home. We
have driven to Colorado many times over
the years, but this time was different. For
the first time in over a year we saw sights
we had forgotten about. Mountains and
monuments. Gold and copper mines.
We saw rivers full of raging white water
and enormous trains chugging up and
over mountain passes. We saw herds of
pronghorns and prairie dog towns. Oh
yes, it was so good to be out.
We also experienced some real interesting weather that included ice, sleet
and snow. The many miles down I-25
through Wyoming had us staring at grey
sky, black asphalt and white snow. It was
a struggle to stay awake. On the return
trip home, we overnighted in Billings,
Montana, and were awakened at 3 a.m.
by howling winds so strong we thought
maybe there was a small earthquake.

Reflections on Life’s Journey
As we entered the interstate, we spied
a reader board that said “Winds of 4580 mph ahead. Use extreme caution.”
Those winds had us rocking and rolling
through both eastern Montana and all of
Wyoming. I found myself being tossed
around like a rag doll, even though I
was tightly strapped in my passenger
seat. My husband is a particularly good
driver and, although his driving skills
were tested that day, he got us there safely.
We finally arrived at the kids’ house
around 5 p.m. the day before the birthday party. Our little Max had no idea
who we were and wanted nothing to do
with Grandpa and Grandma. Neither
Zoom nor FaceTime are helpful when
you are that young. But just being with
this chubby-cheeked little blond-haired
bundle of energy lightened our hearts.
We knew we had to let him come around
in his own special time and not try to
force ourselves on that little guy.
Enjoying dinner with the three of them
at their house was another moment that
gave me pause; we were doing something
normal. We were having dinner together
as a family. It had been so long that we
had forgotten what “normal” felt like.
Saturday, the day of the party, our
daughter-in-law asked me if I would
make deviled eggs. As simple as that
request was, it had me tear up for a
moment as I thought back to how long
it had been since I had cooked for our
family. Our children are scattered all over
the country. None of them are close by,

but knowing that we could, at any time,
hop on a plane for a visit is so much
different that a mandated absence due
to a pandemic.
The little guests and their parents
arrived for the farm animal-themed
birthday party and, let me tell you,
it was quite the scene! The kids wore
farmer-style clothes and seeing Max
and the other littles wearing straw hats,
flannel shirts, jeans and boots was just
the start of the fun. There were hobby
horse races and a mud eating contest.
By mud, I mean chocolate pudding in
a bowl that the littles had to eat using
only their tongues, no implements. It
was a hilarious mess!
But the best game of all was the kiddie
swimming pool filled with 150 pounds
of dried corn in which foiled wrapped
chocolate eggs were hidden. On the
count of three, they dove in and the
resulting mayhem had all of us adults

Custom Cabinets

doubled over with laughter. Little ones
were jumping in, swimming in, lying
down in and digging corn out of that
pool as fast as their little hands could
dig. Their bright eyes, squeals of delight,
excited arms and legs propelling through
the corn and enthusiastic laughter had
my heart melting and a huge smile on
my face.
Oh, the sweet innocence of little
children. Too small to know worry. Too
young to know the fears their parents
have faced during this pandemic. For
all they know, wearing a face mask and
staying home is normal.
As for Dan and me, those squeals of
laughter, pudding-covered chubby faces
and tiny socks full of corn simply blew
our blues away.
Karen Castleberry Giebel blogs about
life and food at www.thejourneygirl.com
up in the back of the beyond in Ferry
County, Washington.
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Life’s Stretch

Tuning In to the Psoas
By Brenda St. John

“The psoas is the tenderloin of the human body. Juicy, supple and dynamic, the psoas is the
primal messenger of the central nervous system. In some spiritual philosophies, the psoas
is referred to as ‘the muscle of the soul’.”			 ~ Liz Koch

Each morning and evening, I ask my body this question:
“What do you need today?” Lately, the answer I’ve received has
had to do with psoas muscles. I’ve responded with lunges and
variations such as adding side bends and twists, and my body
has rewarded my efforts with the ability to move freely.
I like that word free. The psoas (pronounced so-az) is known
as a muscle of liberation for body, mind and spirit. Physically,
we have two psoas muscles, one on each side of our body’s core,
with many places of bone attachment, including five vertebrae
of the lumbar spine and the femur. Mentally, the psoas has a
strong relationship with the nervous system. Spiritually, the
health of our psoas muscles affects our energy flow because
they are connected with breathing due to the proximity to the
diaphragm.
Many books have been written entirely about the psoas muscles. Indeed, I have two in my yoga library, and therefore my
one-page column can hardly give this topic justice. However,
allow me to give a few examples of some movements that lead
to liberation (another word for freedom) of body, mind and
spirit via our psoas muscles.
Breathing. I often take a moment to observe if my belly is
subtly moving as I breathe. If it isn’t, the breath is too shallow
and energy is not able to move freely. Whatever I am doing
physically, I always pause long enough to observe how my breath
is reacting to the movement.
Emotionally, I notice the many ways my body feels differently
when I am tense or stressed as opposed to when I am calm and at
peace in the world. The psoas plays a part in this as it is a visceral
messenger and thus has the ability to enhance the “gut-brain
connection,” also referred to as the somatic nervous system.
Physically, I notice my posture. When my posture is poor
(think Mountain Pose), it can be an indication that the psoas
needs some attention. Constructive Rest Position (CRP) is a nice
way to give an overworked psoas a chance to rest and notice
its relationship with the pelvis. CRP means to lie on the floor
supine with knees bent and feet on the floor, parallel and hipwidth apart. I notice if one side of the pelvis feels closer to the
floor than the other side. If so, I raise that knee and hug it into
my chest by holding on to the shin or back of the thigh. Then
straighten the other leg. Hold and breathe for about 30 seconds,
then return both feet to the floor. I do this on both sides.
Another release I like is called Pendulum Swing and it goes
like this. Place a yoga block on the floor about 12-16 inches
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away from a support, such as a chair or a wall. Stand between
the block and the support and step onto the block using the leg
farther from the support. Rest the opposite hand on the back of
the chair or hold onto the wall. Take a moment to ensure that
the pelvis is balanced, meaning that if both hands rested on
the two iliac crests (hip bones), they would both be the same
distance from the floor. Maintaining that balanced pelvis, allow
the dangling leg to swing slowly forward and backward for
30-60 seconds. Then step down and repeat on the other side.
The psoas muscles are never really isolated. They generally
work in conjunction with other muscles when performing their
main functions as movers and stabilizers. A few of the many
yoga asana which involve the psoas muscles in some way are
Cobra, Bridge, Child’s Pose, Boat, Tree, Cobbler Pose, Happy
Baby, Warrior II, Uttanasana and Downward Facing Dog.
I will conclude with a simple 10-minute routine taken from
the book The Vital Psoas Muscle by Jo Ann Staugaard-Jones.
The routine is for the psoas and pelvic floor muscles and is
reportedly good for the lower back. Begin in CRP.
• Pelvic Tilts. Slowly tilt the pelvis forward and back five
times.
• Apanasana. Draw the knees into the chest tightly and hold
the position for up to one minute, breathing deeply.
• Thread the Needle Twist. Cross right ankle over left knee
and roll the legs side to side five times, with arms out to
the sides, palms up. Switch legs and repeat.
• Bridge Roll Ups. Slowly roll up into Bridge pose and then
slowly roll back down. Repeat five times.
• Spine Stabilization. From CRP, straighten the right leg.
Raise the straight leg about 12” off the floor. Lower it back
down. Repeat five times. Then switch sides. Never do both
legs together as it puts too much strain on the lower back.
• Crossed Leg Stretch. Bring feet together. Cross right knee
over left knee (thighs together). Roll slowly to the left and
hold for about 10 seconds, then roll to the right and hold for
about 10 seconds. Cross the left knee over the right knee
and repeat, rolling first to the right and then to the left.
Rest in CRP.
Namaste.
Brenda St. John has taught yoga classes in Chewelah since 2010.

A Year On the Farm
Field Burn
By Michelle Lancaster

We burned our fields this year, last
burned in 2016. I am not a fan of putting
more smoke into the air, but occasionally
a little burning safely reduces wildfire risk
and increases field productivity. Sarah
Flack, in The Art and Science of Grazing,
notes that burning can “remove excess
litter and woody weed species.”
Our goal is to increase the density of
plant coverage to protect the soil, decrease
moisture loss, reduce thistle growth,
maintain wildlife habitat, and provide
more palatable feed for our pasturing
animals (and, inevitably, also feed the
local deer population).
Fire is a part of our natural ecosystem,
and prescribed burning can achieve
similar benefits (when done in a safe
and controlled manner). In comparing
photos between the two burns, I realized
that in the past five years, our pasture
and hillsides changed dramatically. The
pasture grasses are now much taller and
spongier (from lower compaction and
thicker above-ground growth). The barren hillside has filled in with a variety of
grasses and bushes, now home to a quail
population.
A variety of grasses in the field are
now taking over, becoming dense and
vigorous. According to studies, Canadian
thistle initially increases in vigor after a
fire, but decreases in successive burns.

The idea is that when we first burned
our overgrazed, weedy pastures, the
burning opened up the bare spots – and
thistle takes advantage of the opportunity
to increase. Now, though, the grasses
have had time to expand through better
management, so the grass thatch is thick
enough to decrease the ability of the
thistle to spread.
In recent years we finally achieved proper livestock density (pounds of livestock
per acre). But to avoiding overgrazing,
some of the areas became thick with
the excess growth that we then mowed
down – primarily to manage Canadian
thistle, but also to maintain high protein
and digestibility for the animals. I would
love to have a small baler setup to make a
little first-cutting hay, but that is not yet
feasible. The sheep do a great job eating
excess growth, but even they could not
quite clean up the excess.
To burn off the tall grass and excess
thatch, we enlisted my dad, a former firefighter, to do most of the work. We waited
for the right combination of dry grasses
and low wind, as early in the season as
possible. By allowing the dead grasses to
dry out, smoke quantity is greatly limited.
There’s a fine line between burning dry
grasses to reduce emissions and being
too dry to burn.
Mom, Jay and I assisted dad by setting

a wet line with the water hose we have
on standby and raking the dried grasses
that were on fire to reach the thick spots
that needed to burn. I am pretty sure that
without my dad’s expertise in fire, we
would not burn our fields at all.
This year must be the year of the wind,
and so we had to use extra care, while our
windows to burn were quite narrow. We
burned in afternoons, so that dew setting
in in the evening would help extinguish
any lingering warm spots. Even by midApril, the arid conditions prevented us
from any further burning activity.
Clearing a boundary line around our
field and burning off a little excess really
pays off in future years. Exposure to more
oxygen prevents smothering of live plants.
The burned woody material becomes
fast-acting natural fertilizer. The grass
is already growing up through the ash.
Now, we pray for rain!
Michelle Lancaster homesteads with
her family on Old Dominion Mountain
in Colville. She writes at Spiritedrose.
wordpress.com.

Correction

A previous article with a squash bread
recipe did not include two eggs, which
should’ve been added to the wet ingredients. Apologies to anyone that made the
recipe without the eggs.
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Work in Agriculture
Can
Be
Stressful.
Work in Agriculture

“Just as cattle feed should have optimal levels of protein, carbohydrates, sodium and
zinc, farmers must allow adequate time for sleep, recreation and social interaction to
function at their best.”
“Just as
cattle feed
should have
– Michael
Rosmann,
PhDoptimal levels of protein, carbohydrates, sodium and

Can Be Stressful.
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Free & Confidential Resources
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The Way It Was, According to Chick

Growing Up On The Spokane Indian Reservation
By Robert Wynecoop

Excerpt from Robert “Chick” Wynecoop’s book, printed in 2003 by
Tornado Creek Publications, reprinted here, with permission.

Since the stinging nettles were really thick and tall, we
made swords out of sticks and mowed the nettles down
so we could walk through the place without being stung.
Chapter 34: Construction Projects
Once, while exploring along the creek, Dave found an old
As I mentioned earlier, we always walked to school. The grinding rock made of granite that had been used by people
trail went from our back door, up the hill, across our to- years ago, probably the local tribe. At some point in time,
boggan track, across the creek, through a swamp, past an that old grinding rock disappeared, like a lot of other things
apple orchard, up to the road, and then to the school. We that might have been valuable to somebody today.
Well, our construction projects didn’t stop there. Our
followed this same trail to both Sunday School and public
eyes were soon attracted to several clumps of quaking aspen
school.
Crossing the creek* and swamp was tough. To do that, growing near our bridge. Judge and Dick nailed steps up
we walked on downed trees or threw limbs into the mud, the trunks of two trees to a point that was relatively square.
Then they nailed
making a very poor
two other boards to
bridge. We still ended
the aspen and more
up with wet feet going
boards to the top of
to and from our desthe first two boards,
tination.
which gave them the
To improve on that
floor for a tree house.
unfortunate situation,
We had other tree
we decided to build a
houses, too. Along the
real bridge. We put
road leading down to
two logs across the
the house we cut out
creek bed, then we
the top of a fir tree for
nailed boards onto
a Christmas tree and
the logs. That made
nailed a seat on top of
a pretty neat bridge.
the remaining trunk.
There was still a mud
That was a good tree
hole at one end where
house for one person.
it was easy to fall into
There was a seat and
the water, but at least
a footrest, but it was
our flimsy bridge was
hard to get up onto
a big improvement.
that perch. Once on
We used it for severPicket fence gate project, with the garage in the background. Photo courtesy Phoebe Wynecoop.
the seat, you swayed
al years, but when the
around in the wind like an acrobat in a circus. What a ride!
logs rotted and we were back to square one.
We also had a pine tree that we cut the top out of for a tree
Our next effort was to build another bridge about four
feet higher than the creek. For this, we nailed boards to house. It was not as good as the fir, because it didn’t sway
trees on each end and put logs on the boards. Then, we once around much, and swaying was a major part of the fun.
As you can imagine, there were never many loose boards
again nailed the platform boards to the support logs. Next,
lying
around our place since we always added them to
we built a short ramp on one end. We also made a short
addition to the other end of the high bridge with its own our bridges or tree houses or some other building project.
long ramp. Finally, we added handrails to both sides of the Lumber was the limiting factor in most of our construction
structure. We had built a bridge any engineer would have work. We could have kept a sawmill busy supplying us with
been proud of. That bridge was really solid and lasted until materials.
*The creek was named “Wellpinit” Creek by the Nez Percwe found a new route to school.
On hot summer days, it was nice and cool in the trees es – it originated above our home and flows into Tshimakdown by the creek, so we spent a lot of time playing there. ain Creek which joins the Spokane River.
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Early Spring
Bloomers
Article & Photos by D.L. Kreft

Winter is slow to leave the Selkirk
Mountains. In mid-April, the upper elevations still harbor five to six feet of wellpacked snow. Within the narrow valley
bottoms, the shade of mountain ridges
and old growth trees conceal the dirty
remnants of snow that fell five months
previous. I had traveled to the lower
reaches of Harvey Creek in search of early
migrating birds, hoping for glimpses of a
breeding pair of Harlequin ducks I had
seen in previous years. Snow and ice still
clung to the shaded road surfaces, letting
me know I would soon have to park the
truck and start walking if I wanted to get
past mile marker 2.
It was an unseasonably warm April day.
The kind that tricks you into thinking

summer has arrived. The sun had melted
the snow from the roadway as I entered a
clearing and I had to shade my eyes from
the brightness of the day. The canyon
wall on my left, facing south, had been
warming for some time. Tiny threads
of green protruded from the wet soil as
the earliest pioneering plants ventured
into the new growing season. But at a
3,400-foot elevation, the cold nights
kept everything in a cautious state, not
yet daring to put forth all their reserves
until the possibilities of a late freeze were
reasonably in the past.
What caught my attention for the rest
of the morning were the earliest spring
bloomers. They did not sprout from
the soil or rock crevices. Nor were they
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attached to stems or branches. Spring
butterflies were filling the air around me,
the dark Mourning Cloak, the jigsaw outline of the Satyr Comma, and the Spring
Azure, a light blue true to its name. The
warming sun and balmy air had roused
these colorful wonders from their winter
dormancy. Known as diapause, it is not
a winter sleep or hibernation. The insect
pauses its life cycle development until
winter is over and then it can continue
from whatever stage it is in – egg, larvae,
pupae or adult.
The Mourning Cloak butterfly winters
as an adult in the crevices of thick bark
or in hollow trees. It is distinctive with its
deep maroon wings edged with a bright
white trim and blue spots, looking like

sapphires set in a crown.
The scalloped outline of the Satyr
Comma (named for a small white mark
on the back of its wing that looks like the
punctuation mark) is a blaze of orange
and brown. It, too, has emerged as an
adult from winter hiding. They eagerly
seek out snow-melt water to hydrate and
strengthen for the mad rush to find a mate
before their biological clock winds down
and they are no more.
Not to be outdone or overlooked, the
small and fragile Spring Azure butterfly
joins the melee of color and flight. Unlike
its cousins it has overwintered in a chrysalis, changing from its pupal stage into the
adult as spring arrives. It shares its powder blue and turquoise appearance with
the Summer Azure. Though remarkably
similar, they are distinct butterfly species.
The newly arrived adult Spring Azure is
less than half the size of the Mourning
Cloak and its flight is less animated and
closer to the ground. It is just learning to
fly and proceeds with prudent caution.
These early blooms of nature rival any
flower for color and intricacy of detail.

Poets and songwriters turn to both to
convey depths of emotion and affection.
On this trip they were my unexpected
and pleasant additions to the first warm
days of spring in the mountains.

Now that he is retired, Dave is enjoying
life as a nature photographer, writer, and
administrator of the Northeast Washington Birders Group, @NEWAbirders,
on Facebook.
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From Sawdust to Soil
By Joe Barreca

As I was driving down Webley Mill
Road to the lumber mill, I remembered
my last visit there 35 years ago. I needed
to have some 1 x 4 boards planed down
to ½” so I could bend them into arches
for my first underground arch building.
That old mill was the only place nearby
that did that kind of custom work.
The new mill is much bigger, with huge
logs sitting in the log deck and sawn
lumber, some of it looking to be very old,
sticker-stacked for air drying.
The mill was at the end of the road and
I was at the end of my rope. My new little
biochar business needs lots of scrap wood.
Having used mine up, I got permission
from a couple of friends to cut up their
slash piles, but the wood there was still
wet inside. It would take dry wood to
get it started and then would only burn
slowly with a lot of smoke. I was thinking
I might find some long dry slabs with the
bark still on that I could cut into burnable

pieces at Webley Lumber.
I pulled up to the little log cabin office
and inside found some very helpful people. They knew what biochar was and had
used it. They also pointed me to piles of
dry mill ends, clean, already in smaller
pieces and FREE for the taking. I drove
home intent on bringing my pickup truck
back the next day and loading up.
During the night I started thinking
about something else at Webley Lumber:
huge piles of sawdust. It’s not good for
biochar. But so much carbon! As a carbon
farmer intent on getting as much soil-enriching rotten wood back into the ground
as possible, I couldn’t get it off my mind.
After loading up the next day I stopped
to chat with a guy walking near the office
to ask him about the sawdust. He was
Brent Webley, the owner/manager of the
mill. Milling lumber has been his family’s
business for generations.
It turns out that I am not the only person

Colville Hardware

who noticed the sawdust piles. Farmers
come and load it up for bedding. Others
lay it down around blueberry plants. In
fact, a blueberry farm near Reardon gets
truckloads of it and plants berry bushes
right into it. This is not a really good idea
generally speaking but they were loading
up from a pile that is 30 years old, 80 feet
high and bigger than two football fields.
Brent will load a pickup truck for $10 – a
super good deal. I was eager to get some
of this old sawdust and to learn more
from Brent.
Brent caught me up on a little mill history. His grandfather had a lumber mill
in Orient. His father, Buzz, and an uncle
built their first mill a little closer to the
start of Webley Mill Road which comes
off the far side of Gold Creek Loop Road
just west of Colville. In the ‘60s and ‘70s
they built newer mills on the current site.
There was a big fire in 2001 but the mill
itself did not burn.

984 S. Main, Colville • 509-684-6505 • www.colvillehardware.com • Monday - Saturday 8 - 6 • Sunday 9 - 5
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Down to Earth
I asked him if all of his business is local.
As it turns out, only about half is. Webley
regularly ships lumber to Spokane. Additionally, one of their specialty products is
custom-shaped logs that can be stacked
into log cabins, such as their office. To
do that they need already dry wood that
won’t warp or crack. So, they have large
bundles of big cants aging on a hillside before
they are dry enough to
use. These cabin logs
are shipped all over the
west and as far away as
Japan. Old sawdust is just
a minor income source.
Fresh sawdust is not
a balanced soil amendment. It is acidic. While
breaking down it draws
nitrogen from nearby
vegetation as well as water. If you put new sawdust right on your garden, it will pretty-much
kill everything. Biochar
is a little like that too. It will suck up water
and does not have any natural nutrients.
Both of these soil amendments have
huge amounts of carbon, the main
building block of all biological life. The
sawdust can only release its carbon as a
nutrient after being digested by microbes.
The biochar doesn’t ever break down
but preserves moisture and millions of
beneficial microbes which, among other
things, can help break down sawdust.
Let’s “break that down” a little more.
There are two main avenues to getting
microbes to digest sawdust. One is to
get fungi growing in it. Fungi are much
better at digesting wood than bacteria.
They need water, air and a good source
of already living fungi. Mature compost
will usually kick-start the process, or even
old leaf litter from the forest floor.
What fungi don’t need so much is to
be regularly turned over and mixed. That
breaks up the mycelia, the thin threads
of fungi that transport water and other
nutrients. You want the mycelia to spread
through the sawdust. Eventually you want

them to form a symbiotic tie to living plant
roots. They get sugar from the plants and
bring water and minerals in exchange,
effectively spreading the reach of the
roots by orders of magnitude.
I mix shredded woody material with
finished compost, aged manure, rotting
fruit pulp and microbe-enriched biochar

My compost and aged manure piles are
full of worms. There is a lot more to say
about them, but let’s stick to sawdust
for now.
After I had my truck loaded with two
big scoops of damp red sawdust I started
back toward home. As I got onto pavement and sped up, the sawdust started to

and spread it under my grape plants to
let it mature in place as it would in nature. (Come to think of it, I’m probably
maturing in place myself.)
Meanwhile, remember those farmers
that use sawdust and wood chips for
bedding? That is another great way to
offset rotting wood’s thirst for nitrogen
by getting urine, manure, and moisture
mixed into the sawdust so it can be digested by microbes quickly. Animals get the
nitrogen in their urine from eating green
leaves and grass. Chlorophyll in green
vegetation creates sugars from sunlight.
After going through a digestive system or
even just being mixed in fresh with dry
plant matter chlorophyll releases nitrogen
that bacteria and fungi trade back and
forth to create rich organic soil. One part
green vegetation to three parts brown is a
standard ratio to have in compost.
The key to knowing if it is working is
worms. Worms can eat leafy matter and
food waste early in the composting cycle.
But old sawdust that has rotted sufficiently
gives worms a long-lasting food supply.

blow around. Out on the highway I was
leaving a thin red cloud in my wake and
slowing down a few cars in the process.
As soon as possible, I stopped to buy a
small tarp and cover the load. Take my
advice and bring a tarp with you if you
go to Webley Lumber for sawdust, but
by all means go. Get that carbon into
the ground.
Joe Barreca makes maps, grows grapes,
makes wine and posts blogs on BarrecaVineyards.com.
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Red Barn
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111 S. Oak • Colville, WA 99114
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Creston & Luan Clowser
Since 1984

• Rock Chip Repairs
• Commercial Glass
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ManorStone®

Retaining Wall Blocks
6” x 16”

Collision Repair
Specialists
Call Us Today to:

Designed for scaled wall projects.
Manorstone is available in several
shapes, including radius, flat face
and straight sided units that can
be mixed and matched. (45/pallet)
Manuf. By Mutual Materials

Cottagestone 4”x12”x7”
Advantage
These 7”deep blocks are 
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• Arrange for a tow truck

• Write your estimates for repairs
• Get through the insurance process
• Schedule your repairs
• Set up a loaner or rental car
• Provide a written warranty

Axalta Lifetime Refinish Warranty

684-2587
1101 S. Main St. • Colville



8” Retaining Wall Blocks
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Mutual Materials’ CornerStone Retaining Wall System
is ideal for any size job.
(4” & 8” caps available (40/pallet)

For features & showtimes:

509-446-2449
www.facebook.com/NUVUfun/

 


Adults: $9 ~ Kids: $7
209 E 5th Ave., Metaline Falls, WA
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Visit Haney Lumber & Supply, Inc.
Your Local Block Dealer
1101 North Highway Colville, WA

Family Ties

Road Trips
By Becky Dubell

Nothing like taking a trip to make
me appreciate this little corner of the
world we live in. And there is no better
feeling than making the last turn in the
road knowing it is the last before hitting
your driveway, heading inside before unloading the car, fixing that perfect grilled
cheese sandwich with tomato soup – best
comfort food ever – and crawling into
your own bed for the night.
Don’t get me wrong. The trip was
great, with just over 1,000 miles added
to the odometer. Saw lots of different
kinds of Mother Nature’s and mankind’s
landscaping. Went from our little corner
down to that big town south of us. Onto
the freeway after some shopping for a
new jacket to wear on BB (new motorcycle – new jacket – right?). Hit the treeless lands, with that green stuff showing
already, headed west of town to the Dubells’ most-used pitstop ever.
Years ago, I came to the conclusion
that people from the west side would
head out for a drive from their tree infested/road infested area, hit the flat
land with smelly cows at Ellensburg with
the miles of crops further on down the
road, decide that eastern Washington is
way too boring, take the next exit off the
freeway, turn around and head home. I
would picture myself just sitting there on
my little corner of the world smiling and
waving goodbye.
More rolling land and freeway, grape
vines, too late for food at Hill’s in the
Tri-Cities. Got that Butterfinger Blizzard
at DQ though. Plans change – eat dessert
first – got it – no problem. Made it to The
Dalles and the bean soup with 20 minutes
to spare. Gotta figure out what they add
to the beans to make them so addicting
‘cuz I had them the next evening again.
Ready, my car, has discovered that
she likes to pass trucks on the freeway. I
had to keep the cruise control on at all
times ‘cuz she likes to travel faster than
those pesky signs that say “Speed Limit”

– even though most cars seem think it
says “Speed Suggestion.” Got passed way
too many times cruising along at 72. Was
quite glad I was in Ready ‘cuz BB would
have been tossed around by the wind
gusts in the gorge. Accomplished all my
vacation plans except for food at Hill’s.
Coming home I took the Washington
side of the river. Saw lots of opportunities to do what I had done way too many
years ago to count – stood behind my
dad in the car on a trip pounding him
on the shoulder hollering “Cow Daddy
Cow!” East from Marysville to the freeway (80-mile stretch with no pitstop)
was met by 18 trucks, 19 if you count the
one that passed just as I was turning off,
was passed twice and I passed once but
he was turning off just no blinker going.
Such a refreshing way to head home.
Took Hermiston side of the river
around the Tri-Cities. Took pictures of
the dust storm on the river. Missed my
food by 20 minutes. Maybe BB has a back
road trip to Hill’s in her future? Oh darn!
I think I feel my arm being twisted already!
It will be BB’s turn next – Springdale
to pick up my walking stick and then on
to Spokane to find a back way to a friend’s
house by the VA Hospital.
URNCH! That is how you spell the
brakes being put on really hard.
I have put one of my purchases to the

top of my list: Garmin Satellite Phone for
bike trips. Was heading out to Springdale. After Valley I shift into 5th gear and…
“Nope … don’t wanna do it!” The Springdale/Hunters turn-off is the only place I
know where I can get cell service. Limping BB along to the turn-off was the longest eight miles in the world.
Met one of Daddy’s neighbors. Thank
you, Jerry and Kathy, for the pleasant
four-hour visit waiting for the tow truck
to arrive. I turned to Jerry about 10 minutes before the truck arrived and said,
“You know, this is the most relaxed I
have been in over a month.” Didn’t have
anything to worry about except the truck
coming. Could not look around the
house and my life to look for stuff that
I should be doing. Must have become
friends with Jerry ‘cuz he was trying to
set me up with the truck driver! I don’t
really recommend breaking down as a
relaxation method but … if the shoe fits.
My mantra (see below) was getting a lot
of use that day.
Get out and enjoy the spring weather,
planting, running along the shore, boating – whatever blows your dress up, as
Jim use to say.
Becky is a mother, gramma, and
great-gramma who is all about family and
friends, loves northeast Washington, and
follows the mantra: “It is what it is and it
will become what I make it.”
One-Stop Gift Shop
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My Last Ice Fishing Trip
By Bob McGregor

I was born in a small town in southeast
North Dakota – you know, that state where
a lot of people are from. The following is
one of the fond memories of my youth.
It was the winter of 1959. If the thermometer read above 20 below, someone’s
chicken had been sitting on the thermometer bulb. “Perfect weather for ice fishing,”
proclaimed my older brother, Don, about
to be a graduate of Enderlin High (makes
you wonder some about Enderlin High
graduates).
So we loaded up his ‘47 Chevrolet with
ice fishing gear, our younger brother Kim,
and two new ice chisels that Don had spent
hours bringing to a fine, sharp edge. Each
ice chisel was made from a solid iron bar
about five feet long. The chisel end had
been hewed into a four-inch-wide edge.
We headed for our favorite summer
spot, about two miles south of Little
Yellowstone Park on the Sheyenne River,

located just at the curve in the river below
a high bluff.
Upon our arrival, Don made the first
hole in the ice, leaving me with the final
job of cleaning the ice chips off the surface
of the water so that the hole wouldn’t immediately freeze over. When my mittens
would get covered with balls of ice, I would
walk to the nearest tree and pound them
until the ice balls fell off.
Don was halfway through the second
hole when the effort required to chop
through two feet of ice began to wear on
him. I, his 12-year-old brother, gladly
volunteered to give up my job and help
finish. Thud. Thud. Thud. With 47 layers
of clothes on, just lifting your arms could
be difficult, and the chisel was much
heavier than I remembered while loading
it into the car.
Thud. Thud. Thud. Thud. Thud. Thudsplunk. AAAhhhh! Swoosh! (“Thud-

OUR COMMUNITY’S ONLY NONPROFIT HOSPICE,
SERVING PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES SINCE 1977.
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present for others and helping them
have the best day possible.”
– Kris Jewett, rN
VoluNteer, Chewelah

DIGNITY.
RESPECT.
COMPASSION.
509.456.0438
888-459-0438

hospiceofspokane.org
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splunk” – that’s the ice chisel breaking
through the ice and proceeding to the
bottom of the river. “AAAhhhh” – that’s
Don exclaiming while watching his ice
chisel disappear to the bottom of the
river. “Swoosh” – that’s me running down
the river before Don could catch me.)
Actually, Don was quite understanding.
After all, we still had one ice chisel left.
After he got off my chest, Don only made
some idle threats about my walking the
16 miles home.
Don set me to work again with the second chisel, but this time I would do the first
half of the hole and Don would finish up.
It’s a funny thing about rivers – where the
current flows the ice may be less thick than
where the water is still. In this case the ice
was only half as thick. Thud. Thud. Thud.
Thud-splunk! AAAAAAhhhhhhhhhh!!
Swoooooooooosh!!
Later, some of my brother’s friends suggested he should have shoved me through
the hole to see if I could reach the chisel.
It wouldn’t have worked, though, the hole
was much too small. And he didn’t make
me walk home – just the first quarter mile,
and then the threats to make me ride in
the dusty, cold trunk – I knew they were
fake, because I knew my brother loved me
no matter what he said. After all, he had
taken me ice fishing.
I believe eight-year-old Kim was glad
to leave. He had been walking around the
ice hole very gingerly. When I asked him
what was wrong, he said if his feet hit the
surface too hard his toes might shatter.
Thankfully, that was my last ice fishing experience. If you are ever in North
Dakota and decide to fish that big curve
on the Sheyenne and just happen to latch
onto an ice chisel – about five feet long,
solid iron – don’t call me, call Don. On
the other hand, if you find cash of any
denomination – coin or paper – I’m sure
it’s probably mine. Just send it in the mail.
Bob McGregor, originally from North
Dakota, taught science and math in North
Dakota, Alaska, and for the Community
Colleges of Spokane in Colville. He is
happily retired.

Featured Dining & Lodging 2021

Addy

ADDY INN: A full menu, familystyle restaurant just a block off
Hwy 395. A local favorite, Addy
Inn boasts an Addy Burger
that is a challenge to the largest
appetites. Steaks, fish, burgers,
specials and desserts. Enjoy the
old west atmosphere or slide up
to the unique bar. A creek and shady deck completes this adventure.
Join us for your next outing. 509-935-6137.

Colville

ACORN SALOON & FEEDING
STATION: Breakfast, lunch & dinner
5 days a week with daily specials. Cold
beer and cocktails, pool tables and pull
tabs. Hours: Tue-Thur: 7am-8pm, FriSat: 7am-9pm. 262 S Main., 509-6843337, find us on Facebook!

CAFE ITALIANO: Authentic
Mediterranean cuisine featuring
local, organic veggies, fresh
seafood (“No fried garbage...”)
and daily specials from around the
world. 151 W. 1st. Mon-Fri 11am
- 7pm, Sat 2-7pm. 509-6894-5268.
DRAGON VILLAGE: Authentic
Cantonese, Hunan & Szechwan
Cuisine. Dine it, take out, catering,
beer, wine, cocktails. 155 S.
Main. Tue-Sun 11am-9pm. 509684-8989. View our menu at
dragonvillagecolville.com.
COLVILLE EAGLE’S 2797: Open to the
public for Lunch Tue-Fri 11am-2pm
with salad bar & a great menu. Wed
Bingo 5:30, Friday dinner & salad bar
5pm-7pm with line dancing & karaoke,
Sunday breakfast 9am-2pm. Pool-DartsPoker. Check us out on FaceBook for all
the festivities. New members welcome.
608 N Wynne. 509-684-4534
MAVERICK’S: Where breakfast,
lunch and dinner are served all day
on the gorgeous patio or indoors.
Friday is Prime Rib Night. Burgers,
steak, chili, salads, beer and wine.
Open 7am-8pm Mon, Thurs, Fri,
Sat, and 7am-2pm Sun. 153 W 2nd
Ave. 509-684-2494.

MR. SUB: Fresh baked bread daily.
Hot and cold subs, wraps, salads,
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BENNY’S COLVILLE INN: With
106 guest rooms, suites, spa and
largest local indoor pool, Benny’s has
big city accommodations with that
small town charm and friendliness.
Simple breakfast 5-10am. Check out
our fish museum lobby. 915 S Main.
800-680-2517 or 509-684-2517.

Kettle Falls

NORTHERN ALES BREWERY: Family
and Food Crafted From Scratch. Pizza,
burgers, salads, specials, 10 taps, wine,
cider and seltzer. Wed-Sat 4-8pm at 325
W. 3rd Ave., Hwy 395, Kettle Falls. 509738-7382. northernales-online.square.site.
CHINA BEND B&B: Luxurious
lodging at the China Bend Winery
Estate. Enjoy a gourmet breakfast
and complimentary wine tasting.
Custom menu dinner available
by reservation. Located on the
Northport-Flat
Creek
Road
along the Columbia River at 3751
Vineyard Way. 509-732-6123, www.chinabend.com.

Newport
DANNYANN’S B&B: Enjoy a
hearty breakfast and explore
the beautiful Pend Oreille
River Valley. Three appointed
guest rooms with private
baths. Play & Stay: an easy
walk to shops, restaurants, museum, and less than 1 mile to river and
trails. Relax. Renew. Retreat. 131 N. Spokane Ave., dannyanns.com,
509-447-3787.

Orient

BEARDSLEE
FAMILY
RESTAURANT:
Where
everyone is family. Home
cooking and specials every day.
Also serving spirits, beer, wine and hard ice cream. Karaoke every Thur
and Sat. Open Tue-Sun, 7am-8pm. Hwy. 395 in Orient. 509-684-2564.
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Woodland Theatre Presents

Rhyme & Wine
May 21 & 22 - 7pm

“Poetry is a Language with
Some Luck in it!”

Happy Mother’s Day!

William Stafford

Come join us at Woodland
Theatre Kettle Falls for a
Vibrant Evening
of Verse &Vino!
Tickets available at
Colville Chamber of Commerce
and Meyers Falls Market K.F.
All seats $5
Wine $5 a glass sold at the event

Stop in to get a bouquet for Mom!
Located in Kettle Falls at The Old Apple Warehouse
Mon - Sat: 9:30 am - 5 pm • Sun: 10 am - 4 pm • 509-738-4848

Don’t Trust Just Anyone For That
Once-In-A-Lifetime Investment

Call “The Water Professionals!”

Kettle Falls
Historical Center
… join us for a journey into the past

Hours: 8-5 Mon - Fri
• Water Well Drilling • Hydrofracturing
• Pump Systems
• Geothermal Heat
• Water Treatment
Loop Systems
Lic. #FOGLEPS095L4
• Full Service Store

www.foglepump.com

Serving Northeast Washington Since 1981

2021 Season Begins
Saturday May 15th
11 to 4 - Thursday thru Sunday

NEW PERMANENT EXHIBITS
NEW Seasonal Exhibits
On loan from the Grand Forks Gallery 2
and the Colville Confederated Tribes

• Annual Quilt Raffle • Nature Trail
GIFT SHOP featuring works by Local Artists,
Historical Books and much more!

COLVILLE

REPUBLIC

SPOKANE

509-684-2569 DEER PARK! 509-775-2878 509-244-0846
1-800-533-6518 509-276-5400 1-888-845-3500 1-888-343-9355
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Follow the Signs on N. Hwy 395, just before the
bridge, turn right onto St. Paul Mission Rd.

EOE & Provider

Medical │ Dental │ Pharmacy │ Behavioral Health

Locations
Chewelah
Colville
Ione
Loon Lake

• In-person visits
• Curbside care

Nine Mile Falls

Northport
Springdale

509-935-6004

newhp.org

Chewelah Valley Car Wash, LLC

•

Telemedicine visits

• Curbside pharmacy pickup
• COVID-19 screening/testing
• Behavioral health services
• Dental care for prevention,
restorative and emergencies
Most insurance plans accepted
including Medicare and Medicaid

Northeast Washington Farmers Market

We really appreciate our
tri-county customers!

Meet your neighbors!

Every Wed & Sat 9 am ~ 1 pm

May 1st ~ October 30th
under the clock at

Main & Astor in Colville

Find us on Facebook for current info!

Going strong since 1987!

708 N. Park St., across from the park
Hwy 395, Chewelah, WA

Fresh, locally produce
Handcrafted gifts
Bakery goodies
Specialty foods
253-203-8920 ~ newfarmersmarket.org
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Social Distance Naturally

Fun for
all
ages!
Great fishing! Miles of hiking & biking trails from easy to difficult!

Ferrycounty.com

This ad is paid for by Republic Regional Visitors and Convention Bureau.

